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MusicAddict - free downloads - free mp3 music downloads for. From our own 8Dio product family,
featured instrument libraries, sample packs and drum grooves that are just what you need. 8Dio
Winter Instrumentals A Winter Instrumental Album by 8Dio as a ZIP. Only Music Available For
Purchase."The Bongs are very fun to play, the only problem is they really shine when they are new.
The wood and paint is going to wear off quickly, and eventually the finish will start to fade. Be sure
to store the bong properly, and wash your bong thoroughly when you use it. You don't want to leave
oil marks on your bong, or it can damage the paint and wood." The last batch of Bongs were
delivered to my mail box about 3 weeks ago but I have not had the chance to play with them until
now. I gave one to my brother last night and he has been smoking it since. I have never had a bong
that has lasted this long. My brother said the smoke is great and the draw is decent. No cracks in
the glass and the finish on the bowl and bong is flawless. He took off the magnets that came with it
last night and I was thinking of doing the same because they are starting to look a little ratty. I like
the fact that it comes with a regulator but I am thinking about trading that part in for a remote. Here
is a pic of it, the bowl has a few scratches in it but the rest is in great condition. Aussie_B
04-21-2010, 12:07 PM You can't take out the magnets, they are magnetic. Period. Personally, I think
they look cool. :D VBN 04-21-2010, 05:55 PM I am very happy with the product I received. It still has
plenty of life left in it, and I do not plan on trading it out in the near future. Me too vbn, I was
thinking of it the same thing, it looks good so don't see the need to trade out. Glock18 04-21-2010,
06:11 PM Yeah I was thinking the same thing about the magnets
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